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EDITOR’S CORNER
On Plus Size Furniture...
Seagull Eggs...
Rear View Mirrors...

urniture World recently received a call
from Steven Kurutz, a reporter from the
Home section of the New York Times,
who, while on a furniture shopping expedition with his grandmother, observed that the
upholstered designs on display in NY area stores
were too large to fit comfortably in her living
space. He asked me if our industry is a bit tone
deaf to the scale of furniture that can reasonably
fit into Americans’ apartments and homes.
Alternatively he queried, is there a social-science explanation for this plus-size furniture phenomenon?
I first chose a possible social science explanation, citing research done by the ethologist
Conrad Lorenz who found that seagulls, presented with a choice between their own normal
sized egg and an obviously fake one many times
larger... certainly too large to sit comfortably
on... will pick the larger one. This led to other
related topics such as: Why is less expensive furniture often much larger in scale than high-end
design? Is there an inverse “rear-view-mirror
effect” causing furniture displayed in spacious
showrooms to appear smaller than in the home?
Are large-scale home furnishings a problem for
furniture consumers or their heart’s desire? How
can retail salespeople use the latest room planning technology to make sure that furniture fits?
I would love to plus-size this column, but
being out of space, I welcome your thoughts on
this topic sent to editor@furninfo.com.
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The Sales Management Game

THINK PROFIT!

An in depth look at how to analyze one of your three
critical financial statements: the Profit and Loss
by David McMahon

here is only one way to be successful in business. It’s to Profit.
There is only one way to build
cash in the bank. It’s to Profit.
And, there is only one way to grow
your business. It’s to Profit.
Profitability sometimes takes a back
seat to sales. It should not. Sales volume is a critical and necessary part of
the profit equation, but it is just a part.
Cash is only accumulated through the
consistent spread that is made after
the sale of an asset. That spread, or
bottom line, needs to be in the 7%+
area every year to nicely accumulate
cash. Profit fuels growth. It is the driver
of even higher sales and higher profit

T

volume levels. This is because growth
comes from investing in great people,
inventory, facilities, systems, training,
and marketing. The least expensive
and least risky capital for this growth
investment comes from equity in the
business. And equity comes from
either profit or an investor’s pocket.
The alternate source of funds for
growth is debt. I think you will agree
that it is far more enjoyable to use
profit to perpetuate business growth,
rather than paying off loans.
In the real world of retail, I’ve seen
thousands of financial statements: the
great, the so-so, and the abysmal.
One commonality is that businesses

Profit and Loss for 2011 - Year End Data
qwer

$5,000,000
$2,800,000
$2,200,000

100.00%
56.00%
44.00%

Operating Expenses
Administration
Occupancy
Advertising/Marketing
Selling
Service
Warehouse
Delivery
Finance
Other Operating
Total Operating Expenses
EBIT (Earnings Before Interest & Taxes)
Interest Expense
EBT (Earnings Before Taxes)
Taxes
Net Income (Earnings After Tax)

$510,000
$400,000
$350,000
$435,000
$50,000
$155,000
$88,000
$95,000
$15,000
$2,098,000
$102,000
$25,000
$77,000
$25,000
$52,000

10.20%
8.00%
7.00%
8.70%
1.00%
3.71%
1.76%
1.90%
.30%
41.96%
2.04%
.50%
1.54%
.50%
1.04%

CASE STUDY
At left is a sample furniture store
P&L. This version of the Profit and Loss
statement called a common-sized
statement, enables analysis with past
periods, with peer companies for performance groups, and with the industry as a whole

COMPANY BACKGROUND

Dec. 31 % of Sales

Sales
Cost of Goods Sold
Gross Margin

always have room for improvement.
And also, the smallest improvements
can have massive impacts on profitability. This article will cover the
basics of how to analyze one of the
three critical financial statements: the
Profit and Loss (the other two not presented are the Balance Sheet and the
Statement of Cash Flow).

• Family owned and operated.

t

• Full line furniture, no electronics or
appliances.
• One store operation with one
detached warehouse.

y
u
i
o

• Family owns buildings separately and
business pays rent.
• 25,000 square foot showroom.
• Eight salespeople, one sales manager.
• Average sale = $1,350; traffic count
for 2011 = 18,519; close rate = 20%.
• $1,000,000 average inventory at cost.
• Vendor merchandising - mid to upper.
• Special order percentage = 50%.

a
s

• Budgeted sales 2011: $5.26 Million.

ANALYSIS & RATIOS
q Sales to plan? 95%=($5.26M/
$5M). Sales fell short of budget by

10
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“Businesses always have room for improvement. And also, the
smallest improvements can have massive impacts on profitability.”
$260,000. This company needs to
look for specific reasons why this
occurred. Was the plan too ambitious? Were there operational factors?
What can be done differently for
2012.

w Sales per square foot? $200 =
($5M/25,000). This is a very average
number. Many special order type
operations selling medium to high
end merchandise have results in the
$400 plus range. This company
needs to investigate merchandising
mix, traffic counts, and the effectiveness of its sales force.

e Number of customers per salesperson per monthly average? 193 =
(18,519/12/8). This number indicates
that the business is understaffed and
can make improvements in sales
management. Special order type
operations that focus on sketching,
room planning, and home design
operate in the area of 100-140. This
alone could be what caused sales to
underperform to plan.

r Inventory to sales? 20% = ($1M/
$5M). This business is on the verge of
being over-inventoried. Efficient operations will typically hold an average
inventory of 15% of sales. That
accounts for $250,000 less in stagnate asset purchases. Inefficiency also
contributes to lower sales numbers
and a higher expense structure. This
company should implement better
inventory management systems.
Examples are open to buy purchasing
systems, merchandising systems, and
mark down systems.

t Gross margin is 44% of sales.
This company is outright throwing
away 3-6 percentage points. This

could be rectified through a variety of
methods which may include: special
order pricing guidelines; better and
more creative price pointing; a quicker turning mark down system; variable
commissions on gross margin;
improving warranty, fabric protection,
and mattress pad conversions; more
appropriate cost multipliers on vendors and categories; package and
group pricing.
Underperforming margins are the

easiest problem to fix unless the operation is extremely over inventoried
(25% Inventory/Sales).

y The occupancy and advertising
expense combined percent of sales?
15% = (8%+7%). Look at these two
figures together because higher occupancy cost correlates positively with
high traffic locations that require less
advertising expense. Conversely, a
destination location requires a greater
advertising expense to pull people in.
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“At 44% gross margin, this leaves only 2.04% in profitability
before interest expense and taxes. That’s not much to work with.”
Whatever the situation, the combination of the two can never go above
15% of sales. That usually indicates
that a retail operation is not viable
unless gross margins are 55%. This
operation is on the cusp. Details of the
rent paid to the owners and marketing
expenses need to be evaluated if this
current sales level continues.
u Are proper selling incentives and
pay for performance programs in
place? Almost 9% of sales is okay if
the business is hitting sales targets and
producing a healthy bottom line. This
business is not. The company should
consider putting a program in place
that leads to higher margins and a
faster turning inventory.

seems at least half a point high. Are
vendor credits getting processed?
Perhaps there are excess damages
because of higher inventory levels or
some other operational issue. They
should investigate.

this leaves only 2.04% in profitability
before interest expense and taxes.
That’s not much to work with. 37% is
an EBIT (earnings before interest and
taxes) that operations should strive to
achieve.

o Delivery percent of sales? 1.76%.

s Earnings before taxes (EBT)?

Service percent of sales? 1%. This

sales? 41.96%. At 44% gross margin,

i

It’s a good policy to offset delivery
charges against delivery expenses. If
this is being done, then the charges
will sometimes cover the expenses.
There may be opportunity of up to
1.5% in the delivery department
through either charging proper setup
and delivery fees or utilizing delivery
staff and resources better.

a Total operating costs as percent of

The #854 is a 13” high
platform bed with drawers.

#853

#859
#855

Quick Ship,
Available in
Different Models & Colors.

Call Today 1-800-465-0716
Fax: 888-437-7230 • info@nouveauconcept.com
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1.54%. As far as the industry is concerned, this is low to low-average
profitability. Growth will be difficult at
this level as there is only $52,000 in
cash that is generated from operations
that will go into equity for the year
after taxes are paid. Consistently operating at this level can cause liquidity
issues in the short term and solvency
issues in the long run if there is ever a
sudden down turn.
The numbers used in this article are
similar to a real furniture operation. In
the past year I’ve seen businesses like
this that have improved to a double
digit bottom line before taxes.
You might ask, “So, what would
happen to the bottom line of this company if the right improvements were
made?”
Great question! First, they need to
be 100% committed and invest in the
proper help. They could then improve
their selling system to reach their sales
target, take inventory management
actions to get gross margin to 47%,
and make slight adjustments to their
merchandising, service, and delivery
departments. Doing this would produce an Earnings Before Taxes of over
13%, or more than $700,000. The
after tax net income would be close to
9%, or over $460,000! That’s why it is
worth it to “Think Profit!”
David McMahon is a Management
Consultant with PROFITsystems and a
Member
of
the
Institute
of
Management Accountants. If you
would like him to do a similar analysis
on your financial statements so you
can increase profits, you can contact
him at davidm@profitsystems.com.
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90 SECONDS TO $UCCESS SERIES
Your Price Is Too High!
by Ray Morefield, Common Goals

ith the current economy,
many retail stores are
emphasizing discounts
rather than promoting
quality & service.
Sales personnel frequently find that
their customers suggest, "YOUR
PRICE IS TOO HIGH."
How do we cope with that comment? How do we overcome that
objection? What is the most successful response to the objection: "YOUR
PRICE IS TOO HIGH?"
Frequently, consumers offer a price
objection even though they have not
made a comparative analysis, and
their reference to price may be directed to their personal financial condition rather than the value of the product being considered.
An error salespeople often make is
to immediately begin to answer
before they know the basis for a customer’s objection.
It is important that you ask the customer the reason they made the
statement, "YOUR PRICE IS TOO
HIGH," before you begin to defend
your price. It may well be that your
price is justifiable and a good value.

W

“Too often we begin to
answer before we
know the basis for a
customer’s objection.”
14

QUESTION THEIR REASONS
Two questions you may wish to
consider to assist you in discovering
why the customer offered the price
objection are:
Why would you suggest that our
prices are too high? Allow them to
tell you why they said what they did. It
may be a typical objection to encourage you to lower your price. In truth
and in fact, they may not have done
enough shopping to know true quality and value.
Compared to what? When a customer suggests: "YOUR PRICE IS
TOO HIGH," ask the question:
"Compared to what?"
Encourage the customer to explain
how much they know about other
brands or products that would allow
them to arrive at the belief that your
product is overpriced. Only then can
you review features and benefits to
make a comparative analysis.
Without "in-depth knowledge," the
customer may not be able to understand the difference between:
• The general quality of the other
furniture versus your better goods.
• The quality of competitive brands.
• The added value that your organization brings to the equation.

WHAT ABOUT FINANCING?
The customer may suggest "YOUR
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PRICE IS TOO HIGH," and rather
than referencing your price and product, they may be commenting on
their personal financial condition.
If personal finances factor into the
decision...
• Consider terms. Are you permitted to offer 90 days same as
cash?
• Consider an "easy-pay-plan." If
you extend or accept credit, discuss monthly payments. Break
down payments into the lowest
common denominator.

REVIEW THE BENEFITS
If the customer suggests: "YOUR
PRICE IS TOO HIGH" because they
are comparing domestically made
products with imported goods...
• If your store carries domestically
made goods, promote the "Stars &
Stripes." Today many consumers
are favorably inclined to buy
"American made" goods with
"green concepts."
• Review your warranty. Plus, if you
carry furniture that uses superior
construction methods and materials that can be easily repaired
should the necessity arise, tell
your customers about that as well.
• Review construction. Compare
your solid wood and quality
veneers to particle board and
MFD construction.
• Analyze the type of woods used.
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“Ensure you have reviewed all features & benefits before
you make price the final discussion in you presentation.”
Many imported woods do not
compare to American Hardwoods.
Properly reviewed, many consumers will find that your prices are
more than fair.
When customers suggest: "YOUR
PRICE IS TOO HIGH," make sure that
you have reviewed all features and
benefits before you make price the
final discussion in your presentation.
Every customer offers different

challenges, however, planning in
advance how to respond to the most
frequent objection "YOUR PRICE IS
TOO HIGH" will prepare you for the
objection in a manner that will significantly assist you in closing the sale &
increasing profits.

DON’T GIVE UP
Don't give in and don't give up. Do
give a 100% effort. You will be richly

rewarded both personally and also
professionally.
Ray Morefield has been affiliated
with leading corporations in the
housewares, hardware and coatings
industries. He has also served other
industries in an advisory capacity
through his company Common
Goals, Inc. Questions on any management topic, or comments on this
article can be sent to him by emailing
editor@furninfo.com.
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Better Bedding Sales

SLEEP ESSENTIALS

Retail guide to selling pillows and mattress protectors.
by Russell Bienenstock

et’s face it. Most consumers don’t
walk into your store to buy a pillow, a topper, mattress protector
or sheets. They ask to test your
mattresses or perhaps see the $599
advertised special. And most retail
CSA’s are glad to oblige, happy to
bring them to the bedding department
and perhaps close a sale if the customer finds something agreeable. And
by the way, it’s pretty easy to get customers to add an inexpensive mattress
protector so the warranty /comfort
guarantee isn’t voided. But is that good
enough in today’s tough retail environment? The experts Furniture World
interviewed for this article say, definitely not!
In the first three installments of this
“Selling Better Bedding” series that
began with the April/May 2011 issue,
Furniture World presented sales tools
and merchandising techniques that the
most successful bedding retailers use to
make sure that their customers get the
best mattress and the most comfortable
night’s sleep they can afford.
This time, we will begin to present
ways to increase average tickets by
working with customers to add items
such as pillows, toppers, mattress protectors, sheets and foundations. The
importance of paying attention to this

L

aspect of your business cannot be overstated. That’s because retailers that fail
to focus on these products, cede sales
to big box stores and specialty web
retailers. From a customer service
standpoint, they also shortchange customers by not giving them the information and high quality products they
deserve.
Ten years ago there wasn’t as much
interest in investing sales time and floor
space in these add ons. “There were
objections to adding these products
when business was good, but they are
listening now,” observes Ralph
Rossdeutscher, President of Natura, the
maker of natural mattresses and top of
bed products. “It’s a different selling
process now. Retailers are more open
to selling additional top of bed products because many stores aren’t making the money they need to in this economic environment and they have to
maximize sales for every customer that
comes through the door. Those stores
that sell less expensive mattresses,
either need more people buying to
make the same profit, or they have to
do better with each customer.”
And even for stores that have done a
good job of selling premium mattresses
at higher price points, there is no good
reason to let customers walk out

“Retailers that fail to focus on these products,
cede sales to big box stores and specialty
web retailers. They also shortchange
customers by not giving them the
information and high quality products
they deserve.”

without presenting a complete sleep
solution.

BIG SALES OPPORTUNITY
There is a huge opportunity for furniture and mattress specialty stores that
have knowledgeable salespeople and
a smartly merchandised selection of
top of bed products. Mass merchants
simply do not offer the level of assistance that your customers need to put
together a package of products that
will give them peace of mind and a better night’s sleep. Your customers cannot test out a pillow, a topper or get
anyone to explain the features, advantages or benefits of mattress accessories at big box stores. Plus, by offering a complete sleep solution you can
save your customers time and trouble,
a huge benefit you and your salespeople can feel good about.
Retail customers who
upgrade from full to
queen, or queen to
king already know
that they need new
sheets, and perhaps
a new mattress pad.
They may plan to
make a quick trip
to Walmart,
Kohls,
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“We know from a recent
study that 60 percent
of consumers within two
to three weeks of buying
a new mattress end up
purchasing new pillows,
a mattress protector,
sheets and other top of
bed items.” - Sean Bergman, Fabrictech
Target, or Bed Bath and Beyond after
buying a mattress. Some plan to use
the old top of bed items they have at
home on their new mattress, and others haven’t given the subject much
thought.
“I don’t think that most consumers
have figured it out, Says Kurt Ling CEO
of Pure LatexBLISS, a company that
makes latex mattresses, customFIT pillowtops, toppers and pillows. “They
are not thinking that, ‘first I am going
to buy a mattress, and then go to this
retailer and that retailer to buy a pillow, mattress protector, topper or
sheets.’ So there is a real opportunity
for mattress retailers who do a good
job of selling these extra products to
take business away from the Kohls and
Costco’s of the world.”
But the fact is, that even with some
training, many salespeople just don’t
know how to effectively introduce and
close on these products. They may feel
that there just doesn’t seem to be a
proper time to introduce these items
without rushing or distracting customers from their mattress purchase,
and they don’t want to seem overly
pushy.
“The mattress industry” says Michael
Wright, Senior Territory Sales Trainer
for Leggett & Platt, Inc., “sometimes
has a stereotype of being a little pushy
and customers have their guard up.
18

Mattresses are sometimes a product
that they price shop competitively for,
so consumer’s main focus is getting a
good mattress deal. Most stores really
want to satisfy the customer with a mattress first, so these add on sales
become a secondary consideration.
That’s why our industry needs to
change this customer’s mindset so that
they begin to think of sleep as not just
a function of the quality of the mattress, but also in terms of a combination of a lot of different products --one
big package that includes all the value
components of a healthy night’s
sleep.”
Sean Bergman, VP Sales and
Marketing for Fabrictech, the manufacturer of health-focused mattress
and pillow protectors, told Furniture
World that, “in order to effectively sell
pillows, mattress protectors, sheets and
foundations, these items need to be
seen by retailers as sleep essentials
and not accessories. In fact, the term
accessories is a bad word for me. I
believe that our products are essential
items to enhance the sleep environment. And that’s a mentality that retailers have to adopt if they want to
increase business substantially without
having one more customer walk in
their door.
“We know from a recent study that
60 percent of consumers within two to
three weeks of buying a new mattress
end up purchasing new pillows, a mattress protector, sheets and other top of
bed items. It’s just natural for them to
want to start with a cleaner, healthier
environment. CSA’s can encourage
them by showing them the way, with
the technology that we have today, to
keep that environment clean for years
to come.”
“We’ve found that about 28 percent
of customers, when they buy a new
mattress, also end buying a whole
bunch of new stuff that day,” adds Pure
LatexBLISS’ Kurt Ling. “Once they’ve
purchased the mattress, this group is
going to buy a pillow and a new set of
sheets somewhere. That’s just what
they do anyway. They would never
dream of putting old stuff on their new
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bed.”
But where should you start? Some of
the industry experts Furniture World
interviewed for this article advocate
getting down to the business of showing products quickly. Others suggest
taking time to get information from
customers about their needs and the
quality of their sleep.

PILLOW TALK
Whether time is invested in speaking
about health and wellness first, or if
customers are brought directly to top
of bed products, our experts are in
general agreement that the best time
to introduce customers to a pillow is
before mattress testing begins.
“If you wait until the end”, warns
Pure Latex BLISS’ Kurt Ling, “you have
three or four extra things to sell them
which can get overwhelming for the
customer. It’s like buying a new car, sitting down at the credit manager’s desk
as he or she tries to sell you 17 accessories and upgrades in a row. Some
retailers emphasize the creation of a
sleep sanctuary all at once. We’ve
learned exactly the opposite because
to the consumer, that can feel like the
retailer is trying to sell them $1,500
worth of stuff after they’ve just spent
$1,000 or more on a mattress. We
totally believe that there is an appropriate time to introduce each element
in the sale.
“We found out that the best performers have a method. They don’t just
throw all these products up against the
wall. They introduce the pillow, topper
and mattress protector at the right
times. And their success is independent
of the price point of the bed, and the
income of the customer. They realize
that if they show each of these things
every single time, X-number of people
will consistently buy. And this is true for
retail furniture stores as well as sleep
shops.
“We always suggest that retailers
start with the premise that they are
going to fit their customers for a pillow
first, because the pillow customers
choose makes a big difference in the
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Why Do Top Furniture Retailers
Partner with Cory First Choice
Home Delivery Year-After-Year?
•It’s not because Cory has the most experienced delivery experts in the country, we do!
•It’s not because Cory has the most modern delivery fleet, we do!
•It’s not because of Cory’s proprietary warehouse and delivery technology.
The top furniture retailers partner with Cory First Choice because of our 77 year
promise to get the job done right the first time, year after year.
No matter the size of your operation, Cory becomes an extension of your business,
treating it as our very own.
Cory delivers excellence. We consistently deliver on our promise to provide your customers
with the very best home delivery experience.

To find out how we can help you grow your business
Call the Cory Team Today.

201-795-1000
patrickcory@corycompanies.com

Scan this code to watch the
Cory First Choice Video.

It’s The Cory Way!
Cory People - Cory Service - Cory Passion - Cory Promise
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SLEEP ESSENTIALS: PILLOWS
mattress that they select. Most people
haven’t thought about that, and one of
the ways that retailers can drastically
reduce mattress returns is to have customers select a pillow before they try
out the first mattress.”
Kurt makes an important point,
because not only does using a pillow
help customers to avoid choosing the
wrong mattress, it also helps their
delivered mattress feel the same as the
one they tested in your store. Using a
testing pillow may, therefore, result in
fewer product returns.
All of our experts noted, that not
only is it worthwhile to suggest that
customers choose a pillow at the start
of the sales process, it is very easy to
get them to pick one up and carry it
around.
“You really just need to ask them for
permission to fit them for a pillow,”
continues Kurt Ling. “It’s true that consumers may not be thinking about buying pillows when they enter your store,
but if you let them know that a pillow
and mattress go together, then most
people will give you permission, even if
they’ve never bought a pillow and
mattress together before.
“Whether they will buy or not is a
whole different story, but they will give

you permission to give them a pillow to
carry around from bed to bed.”
“The first thing we do,” agrees
Leggett & Platt’s Michael Wright, “is to
have the customer select a pillow. It’s
all about a good night’s sleep. One
way to language this is to say, ‘Before
we start looking at the beds today, let’s
go and get a pillow, something that
you might want to be sleeping on, or
something similar to what you are
sleeping on at home right now, and we
are going to take that to every bed so
you can really get a good idea of how
each mattress is going to feel in your
home. A pillow is the bed for the head.
Over 25% of your body is going to be
touching that pillow, so it’s really
important to get a good one when we
are testing out mattresses.’ You might
also say, ‘you probably haven’t thought
a lot about your pillow in a while. A lot
has changed. You will probably be
able to get a better night’s sleep with a
new pillow.’ It’s the salesperson’s job
to not just sell something, but improve
the quality of their customer’s sleep.
And if they can convey that message,
customers purchase.
“So first you get them to touch the
pillows and get them to pick one that
might be right. You want them to think
of your store as a laboratory, where the

mattresses change, but the other variables are kept constant. Have a selection of pillows out, and let them pick
and feel the one they like. Then offer
them a personal pillowcase that goes
right over the top. When customers
touch something and try it out, they are
more likely to buy it. And right away,
they know that your store has emphasized the importance of the pillow by
taking this extra step to introduce it.
And that’s something that other salespeople in most other stores aren’t
doing. It’s just one more way to personalize the experience customers
have in your store.”
Michael’s brief mention in the previous paragraph about a “personal pillowcase” is not one that should be
overlooked. Although it is true that not
every customer will wonder how many
other heads have touched the same
pillow they are using, many will. So
why not take away this potential worry?
Why allow even passing images of
poor sanitation to distract customers?
By having a supply of freshly washed or
disposable pillowcases handy, and
making a show of putting on a fresh
case, you let customers know that you
care about their concerns, and their
health. "Sealy's research shows that a
significant percentage of consumers,

“We found out that the best performers
have a method. They aren’t just throwing all these
products up against the wall. They introduce the pillow, topper
and mattress protector at the right times.” - Kurt Ling, Pure LatexBLISS
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“You might say, ‘let’s try this pillow on all the beds you are
going to try today.’ Have a selection of pillows out and let
them pick and feel the one they like.” - Michael Wright, Leggett & Platt
particularly women, are uncomfortable with putting their heads on an instore pillow while testing floor models,” confirms Jodi Allen, Chief
Marketing Officer at Sealy. “We
addressed this hygiene concern by
offering pillow protectors. The more
we can create a positive, inviting
shopping atmosphere and speak to
consumers in relatable language, the
more likely they will take the time to
find the mattress that truly fits their
comfort preferences and needs. This
leads to both higher satisfaction and
bigger ticket sales."
“So the salesperson gives them a
nice pillow,” continues Michael Wright,
“and isn’t trying to close the pillow sale
yet, he or she is just giving the customer tools needed to pick out the
right mattress. They are recreating the
sleep experience, and in so doing,
indirectly selling the pillow.
“What customers don’t know at this
point, is that after they pick out a mattress, the salesperson will bring them
back to talk about all the other things
that will help them get a good night’s
sleep. After you’ve sold a mattress, you
don’t want to tank a mattress sale by
pushing too many additional products.
What you need to do is introduce customers to products in a pleasing and
organized way so that they will want to
buy -- not have to buy.
Kurt Ling suggests a slightly different
approach. “Because there is such a
broad assortment of pillows today,” he
says, “Most people have a pillow that
is worn out, and even though they’ve
probably replaced their pillow since
they purchased their last mattress, they
really don’t know what’s available. If
you tell them what is available, it’s
amazing how many people will ask to
be shown. If the customer is using a
pillow that is 5 to 10 years old, she
probably doesn’t have a $199 contour
pillow. So if salespeople only try to
22

replace what customers have, they will
tend to undersell. But if they tell their
customers what’s available in the market today, and let them choose by saying, ‘We offer these, what are you
interested in?’ it’s interesting to see
how many people will take the time to
compare. And then it’s a conversation
on the customer’s terms, instead of just
trying to sell them something new.
“And even if they are buying a mattress for a guest bedroom and you take
the time to show them a pillow that
they fall in love with, they are going to
buy that pillow for their master bedroom.”

DISPLAY PILLOWS
Our experts suggest that display pillows carrying manufacturers’ and
retailer’s branding be removed before
mattresses are tested.
“We’ve gotten a lot of retailers to
take the bolster pads off of their mattresses,” reports Natura’s Ralph
Rossdeutscher. “There are still some
retailers that resist, but it doesn’t make
any sense to have them on there
because it messes up the feel of the
mattress. Customers need a proper pillow to take along and try out the different mattresses.”
Michael Wright agrees. “There are
point-of-sale bolsters on mattress displays designed to look aesthetically
pleasing,” he says, “and they work for
the design of the stores and reflect the
branding of the lines stores carry.
Stores are selling mattress first and pillows as an add-on, so we don’t want to
complicate that, but it is important to
pull off the display pillow to allow customers to experience maximum comfort. Even if I were the mattress manufacturer, I would want customers to test
out my mattresses with a nice pillow
because the experience is better.
“Sales associates just need to always
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keep a step ahead. When moving a
customer from one mattress to another, they might say something like, ‘Hey,
this mattress is a little soft for you, so
let’s take you over to this mattress that
is a little bit firmer.’ Then the salesperson just pulls off the display pillow on
the firmer bed so that the customer can
use the pillow they are carrying along
with them.”

PILLOW SELECTION
“There are some stores that carry 40
pillows and in my mind that complicates it for the store, the salesperson
and the customer, says Ralph
Rossdeutscher. “We encourage retailers to initially provide four different pillow feels, and explain each of them.
Typically the consumer will be drawn to
one of them. They can then offer a few
different pillows having a similar feel to
the customer’s initial choice, but at different price points, thicknesses and
materials. Customers may not have an
opinion about the kind of mattress they
want to buy, but they definitely have an
opinion about pillows. A lot of stores fit
customers by asking them if they are
back, side or stomach sleepers. I disagree with this approach. Our
research shows that the pillows that
people actually choose for comfort
doesn’t correlate well with pillows that
are chosen for them based on how
they characterize themselves as being
stomach, side or back sleepers. It is
much more important to have them
choose a pillow that they love, which
will allow them to have a great night’s
sleep. It can’t be reduced to a simple
formula.”
Michael Wright told Furniture World
that, “retailers should offer a traditional pillow, a latex pillow and maybe a
synthetic. They should have a broad
selection. The secret is to not overload
the consumer when they come in to
look for a mattress with too many
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““People do ask for a free pillow and there are three categories
of responses. There are retailers that are more than happy to
give away pillows to get the sale...”- Kurt Ling, Pure LatexBLISS
choices and too many pillows. I call it
a pillow pause.
“Our pillows are merchandised by
the way customers talk about the way
they sleep, which is as a back, side or
stomach sleeper. Consumers don’t say
that they had a wonderful night’s sleep
on their memory foam pillow or a wonderful night’s sleep on their triple
chamber down pillow. They say, ‘I
sleep on my side, and I have a crink in
my neck.’ Their choice can be narrowed down by asking the customer,
‘What kind of a sleeper are you? How
does this feel?’ Then let them choose,
put the pillowcase on it and then go
look at some mattresses.”

CLOSING THE PILLOW SALE
Many retailers end up giving away
pillows. It’s a way for them to throw in
a little extra value, or to provide some
consolation to customers who are disappointed that they can’t extract a discount on the mattress they’ve chosen.
Some customers also remember that
they received a free pillow the last time
they purchased a mattress, and see no
harm in asking for one again.
Commenting on this practice, Pure
Latex BLISS’ Kurt Ling explains that,
“We think that the worst thing that a
retailer can do is give away something
after the customer has given clear
body language that they are going to

buy. All the salesperson needs to do is
watch the body language of the person
they just helped to select a pillow, and
carry it around the store. If the customer holds it by the top, it basically
means that they don’t care about the
pillow and have agreed to carry it
because the salesperson asked them
to. If they carry it like a baby or hug it,
it’s a clear signal that they are actually
going to buy.
“This is a behavior that retail sales
people who are good at selling accessories have observed. We, therefore,
always ask our retailers to teach salespeople how to watch for this nonverbal
cue, because that will tell you whether
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Sleep Country USA store left shows interior shows POS pillows
that carry the store branding “Why buy a mattress anywhere
else?” Also City Furniture, Naples, FL sleep department showing
manufacturer’s branding.

they care, whether they want you to
give it to them or whether they will pay
for it. And if the CSA sees a pillow hugger, someone who is carrying the pillow like they care, we suggest using an
assumptive close with that customer.
Smile at the customer and say, ‘And we
assume that you want the pillow.’
“People do ask for a free pillow and
there are three categories of responses
retailers give. There are retailers that
are more than happy to give away pillows to get the sale. Others say ‘no’
due to a management policy. The third
category of response is to offer customers a basic pillow that might cost
$39 for free, but if they are carrying
around a $99 test pillow, then the store
can give them a $39 credit against the
premium pillow. This is satisfying for
the customer and a win for the retailer.”
And what can you do if they don’t
buy a mattress or want to look further?
Michael Wright advises retailers to not
give up on the pillow sale. “So, we’ve
indirectly introduced them to a pillow,”
he says, “and if they say that they are
going to look somewhere else for a
mattress, you can tell them, ‘hey, did
you like that pillow? Do you want to
sleep on that pillow tonight? Go
ahead, and we can ring that up. And
you can come back with your husband
tomorrow. We can get him a pillow
and maybe look together for a mattress.’ We can actually leave them with
an add on without selling a mattress.”
24

MATTRESS PROTECTORS
Many customers can be persuaded
to purchase a mattress protector at the
end of the sales process if the salesperson says something like, “to avoid
voiding your warranty, you will need to
put your mattress in a mattress protector. We have one that costs $49 and
one that costs $99. The $99 one gives
a higher level of protection.” At this
point, the consumer may be thinking.
“I can probably buy one cheaper down
the street at that big box store,” or “this
is just another way to get $100 bucks
from me by threatening to take away
my warranty; something I deserve to
have after paying $1,500 for this mattress.” This last minute offer can, therefore, be something that has the potential to negatively affect the customer’s
perception of the salesperson and the
store.
Fortunately there is a lot more that
you can do throughout the sales
process to let customers know why purchasing better mattress protection from
you provides benefits they will want to
take advantage of.

TIMING
Just as there is agreement that the
pillow should be introduced before
customers comfort test your mattresses,
there is also a consensus among the
experts interviewed for this article that
timing the introduction of mattress protection is important.
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Leggett & Platt’s Michael Wright
suggests that, “After the pillow, you
pick a mattress. Then you want to go
into the good, better and best foundation options -- frames, recessed legs,
better steel, better warranties, better
decorative stuff. After that, you want to
talk about a mattress protector. We
suggest that the things you talk about
first are the items your customer has to
have. They have to have a frame. They
have to have a mattress protector and
then after that, it’s time to introduce
sheets, and then close on that pillow
you previously introduced them to.”
Fabrictech’s Vice President of Sales
& Marketing Sean Bergman stresses
the importance of collecting specific
information early in the customer/
salesperson interaction. “In the qualifying phase of the sale,” he says, “you
need to ask your customer, ‘do you
have any allergies or asthma that I
should be aware of?’ If it’s for a kid’s
bed, ask if their children have any
allergies or asthma.”
Furthermore, Bergman told Furniture
World that collecting this information
can help the salesperson in the mattress testing phase to introduce customers, when appropriate, to high
value mattresses that contain materials
such as latex and memory foam that,
over time, collect fewer allergens. “But
on top of that,” he says, “you can tell
them, ‘at the end we are going to provide you with a completely allergen
and dust mite proof barrier for your
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SLEEP ESSENTIALS: MATTRESS PROTECTORS
mattress and your pillow that’s going
to completely seal off those allergens.’”
Jared Bell, Protect-A-Bed’s Sales
Director thinks that retailers can benefit from introducing mattress protection
products early in the sales sequence.
He says, “The best retailers and sales
associates build mattress protection
into the mattress sales process. We
suggest that they have a mattress protection display rack visible in the store
and also spread the product throughout the showroom, placing the packaging, for example, on bedside tables.
At that point, some customers will see
it, be interested, pick it up, and start a
conversation with sales associates, by
asking, ‘what is this?’
“Then, once the mattress selection

process has started, as they walk
through the showroom, the salesperson might ask them an open ended
question to start them thinking about
mattress protection, such as, ‘while I
understand that you are here to purchase a mattress today, have you ever
thought about how you might protect
that investment by purchasing mattress
protection?’
“Mattress protection is still relatively
new in the US, so a lot of customers
don’t know that a mattress really does
need protection. Also, many customers
don’t think about their mattress as an
expensive piece of furniture, so, salespeople can make this point right from
the get go, by saying, ‘look, you are
going to spend $2,000 for a new mattress, let’s talk about investing maybe

“We suggest that they
say, ‘it seems like
we’ve found the right
mattress for you, what
we would like to do
now is to show you
your three options. ”
- Sean Bergman, Fabrictech

10% of that total purchase price and
add mattress protection. It will protect
the investment you are making today.’”
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SLEEP ESSENTIALS: MATTRESS PROTECTORS
BENEFITS OF
MATTRESS PROTECTION
Major benefits of mattress protectors
include:
Protection From Spills & Stains: “A
mattress protector protects your mattress from you,” Leggett & Platt’s
Michael Wright told Furniture World.
“What I mean is that people leak every
night. That seems pretty gross, but our
customer’s bodies do lose water
throughout the night. Water gets into
the mattress causing its comfort layers
to change over time and wear faster.”
Warranty: “Sales associates should
bring up the warranty on the mattress
protector to close the sale, notes
Protect-A-Bed’s Jared Bell.” Many mattress warranties require that a mattress
protector be used, but in addition to
that, mattress protectors carry their
own warranties. “In most cases,” continues Bell, “the mattress protectors
that customers end up buying from a
big box retailer have a very limited
warranty, and they usually don’t warranty the mattress at all. Purchasing a
protector that will warranty the mattress
in case anything does get through and
soil it, and will also last a long time are
important considerations for customers
to be aware of.” To make the benefit
more tangible, he offers this observation. “The mattress protector protects
the mattresses’ comfort layers by stopping the moisture from going in and
destroying it. So it is really protecting
the customer’s investment rather than
protecting a warranty per se.”

Sean Bergman believes that
although the warranty is important,
that a focus on health and wellness
should be paramount. “Sales associates,” he explains, “should do their
best to sell the stain warranty by saying,
‘Yes, protecting your mattress is easy,
we will give you a guarantee against
stains and soil, no problem, but what
we really do is focus on making a
cleaner, healthier sleep environment
for you.’”
Protection From Allergens: “People
don’t realize that allergens and dust
mites found in and around their sleep
system are the leading cause of allergy
and asthma attacks at night,”
Fabrictech’s Sean Bergman told
Furniture World. “Over 50 million
Americans in the United States suffer
from allergies and allergy induced
asthma. When a customer that has
allergies and asthma, hears that, they
perk up and they say, ‘yeah why? what
does that have to do with buying a
mattress?’ This serves to change the
conversation between the retailer and
the end consumer from just mattress
protection, which is the easiest thing
that we do, to health and wellness protection which is the real issue.”
Bed Bug Barrier: Most customers will
never see a bed bug and are at low
risk for having an infestation. Living in
a big city apartment can increase the
chances of infestation as can overseas
travel and frequent hotel stays. Jared
Bell says that, “if you have an active
bedbug infestation, a total encasement

“Yes, protecting your mattress is easy, we
will give you a guarantee against stains
and soil, no problem, but what we really
do is focus on making a cleaner, healthier
sleep environment for you.”- Sean Bergman, Fabrictech

will prevent bedbugs from getting out
of your mattress, If you don’t have an
active infestation, it will prevent bedbugs from getting into your mattress,
but the number one feature of bedbug
prevention with mattress encasements
is that they are all stark white. The first
sign of a bedbug infestation is fecal
blood spotting on the mattress and
todays mattresses are so elaborate in
terms of design, ticking and piping that
it is very easy to miss a little blood spot
that a bedbug might leave behind. So
if your customer has a nice white
encasement exterior on their mattress,
all of a sudden that little blood spot
becomes more noticeable so they can
be more proactive in fighting an infestation.”
“Here’s the issue with bedbugs,”
adds Sean Bergman. “People don’t
realize that if they have bedbugs living
in their mattress, or have bedbugs outside of their mattress and don’t want
them to get in, they can’t ever take off
the total encasement. That’s because if
they take it off to wash it, there can be
an infestation. We suggest that retailers advise customers to put a total
encasement on their mattress and
never take it off again. Then, if the customer also purchases a five-sided protector that is dust mite proof, allergen
proof and moisture proof, on the top
and sides, it can be placed like a fitted
sheet over the total encasement. When
the customer is ready to launder, they
just take off their five sided, wash it,
then put it back on and never have to
worry about an infestation getting in or
out.”
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“When management doesn’t provide those
numbers, it sends the message that this aspect of
the business isn’t important. Then, if it’s allowed,
salespeople may use mattress protectors as a give
away to sell the mattress.” - Jared Bell, Protect-A-Bed
THE CLOSE
Bergman also advises that, “When
the customer starts giving buying signs
while they are on a mattress, it’s time
for the sales associate to transition to
the actual close. We recommend an
assumptive close, so when the customer is still on the mattress and we
feel that they’ve found the right one,
we suggest that they say, ‘it seems like
we’ve found the right mattress for you.
What we would like to do now is to
show you your three options of health,
allergen and stain protection. You
have three options to choose from.’
Now if you notice, we didn’t say, ‘do
you want,’ or ‘do you need,’ or ‘would
you like to see’ a mattress protector?’
That will never work. Then they can
add, ‘of the three options that I’ve
shown you, which one would you like
to complete your sleep system?’ Then,
after the customer chooses, say, ‘well
that’s great. Why don’t you follow me
up to the counter.’ This approach gives
retail salespeople the tools to get cus-

tomers away from thinking about mattress protectors as accessories and
starts them thinking, ‘I need something
like this.’ When they start to feel this
way, and understand the value of not
just protecting the mattress, but also
protecting their sleep environment,
then the retailer has changed the conversation from just mattress protection
to one about health and wellness protection.”
Also with regard to transitioning to
the close, Jared Bell recommends that,
“After the customer solidifies their mattress decision, the salesperson might
say, ‘Earlier I showed you some mattress protectors that you might be interested in to help protect the investment
that you are putting down on your mattress. Let me talk about this more.’” He
also observes that, “The best retailers
take a good, better, best approach to
offering mattress protection. And that
they start with their best first, and then,
if necessary, work their way down in
terms of features and price.”

PROTECTING CUSTOMERS
When customers get home, chances
are that they will rip open the protector
packaging and throw it away with the
care instructions. Then just before they
put it on the mattress they may realize
that they bought something they know
relatively little about. Will it fit so loosely that it wrinkles on the top? Does it
feel like vinyl or cotton? If it is a total
encasement they bought to keep bedbugs out, what will happen if they
remove the cover to wash it? Will it be
sturdy enough to resist tearing when
they put it on a heavy, bulky mattress?
Will it limit the temperature sensing
properties of memory foam? Will it
change the feel of the mattress? Can it
be machine washed and dried without
affecting its properties and the warranty? Should it be washed on cold or hot
settings? Will they still need to put their
old, fitted cotton pad over the mattress
protector? Did they make a big mistake buying this thing?
It is, therefore, important that sales-
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“The products that they buy from a furniture
or mattress retailer, won’t radiate heat, and
don’t change the feel of the mattress. There
are reasons why cheap protectors sell for
$30 for a queen size. - Jared Bell, Protect-A-Bed
people address at least some of these
concerns. And this shouldn’t take too
long, “CSA’s are walking a fine line.
They don’t want to inundate customers
with too much information,” says Sean
Berman, “but they do want to give customers what they need to know. A mattress protector pitch should take four to
five minutes tops.”
Care Instructions: “The most important reason,” Jared Bell says, “why
warranties get rejected is that customers don’t know the washing instructions. So at very least, sales associates
should let customers know if using
bleach or drying on a hot setting will
compromise the protector.”

Plus, It is also a good idea to explain
that if they have questions about the
warranty or care, that they can find
information on the manufacturer’s
website or by checking information
included in the packaging. “A tip that a
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salesperson told me years ago,” Sean
Bergman told Furniture World, is to tell
the customer to save the warranty and
care instructions, by putting packaging
in between the mattress and the
boxspring. I always thought that was a
great tip.”
Mattress Pads: “Mattress pads are a
personal preference,” says Jared Bell.
“But in this day and age they are really unnecessary. People often use a mattress pad because it was something
their parents did.”
“Also, Fabrictech’s Sean Bergman
notes, “when a customer buys a new
mattress, they are buying the comfort.
Materials added on top can alter the
comfort that they enjoyed in the store.
That’s why a really good mattress protector is so useful because it doesn’t
alter the true comfort of the mattress.
Today mattresses incorporate better
materials that give customers the pres-
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sure release they need. Anything that
adds thickness just shouldn’t be used.”
Size: Mattress protectors need to fit
properly,” says Bergman. “It is important that it not alter the comfort or feel
of the mattress, be it made of memory
foam or latex or whatever. Protectors
should not bunch or be too thick. And
that insures that the protector is virtually not even detectable; just like a fitted
sheet. Customers don’t even know it is
there.”

Mattress depth is an important consideration to consider. “A number of
mattress encasement providers offer
several depths for their encasements to
fit 9” to 22” inch mattresses,” adds
Bell, “so salespeople need to make
sure that customers are purchasing the
correct depth.
“And finally,” he says, “The inexpensive mattress protectors customers
often buy at Kohls or Target are often
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“The Service person who schedules a mattress delivery can remind customers
that this is the perfect time for them to add a mattress protector to protect their
new purchase, and delivery drivers can have protectors as stock items on their
trucks. - Shana Rochelau, Guard-Master
vinyl based, loud and crinkly. They
offer basic waterproof protection, but
can be hot to sleep on. The products
that they buy from a furniture or mattress retailer are going to be cotton or
polyester based, won’t radiate heat or
change the feel of the mattress. There
are reasons why cheap protectors sell
for $30 for a queen size. They are
cheap, poorly made and will probably
need to be replaced often, so customers are better off spending a bit
more.”

MANAGE THE PROCESS
Furniture World was also told that to
ensure retail success, it is vitally important to have store management
involved in setting up a program, creating incentives for sales associates,
and monitoring it’s progress.
Fabrictech’s Sean Bergman told us,
“I always tell our retailers to WIIFM
their CSA’s. Sales associates need to
know “What’s In It For Me.” If retailers
don’t provide incentives for them to
learn why health and wellness protectors are so important to them, they are
going to have a hard time. Retailers
can do this with a spiff program or by
building in a good commission. If sales
associates earn 15 or 20 bucks for a 5
sided or total encasement mattress
protector, less on cotton terry, they will
focus on selling them as sleep essentials and on learning the step-up story
to sell more 5 sided and total encasement protectors. Bergman also
stressed the importance of working to
build a coordinated sales strategy
between retailer and manufacturer so
that, “retailers and the manufacturer
speak the same language and tell the
same story.”
“One of the key elements to having
32

a successful mattress protection program,” Jared Bell said with regard to
management involvement, “is to manage the process. It is important to set
targets each month for selling mattress
protection and the effort should be
pushed down from the CEO, all the
way to the sales associates on the
floor. Salespeople should be presented
with a target mattress protection
attachment rate and profitability dollars they have to reach. When management doesn’t provide those numbers to sales associates, it sends the
message that this aspect of the business really isn’t important to them.
Then, if it’s allowed, salespeople may
use mattress protectors as a closing
technique -- as a give away to sell the
mattress. Some retailers haven’t yet
realized that mattress protection is a
viable and profitable category for
them, but the second management
gets involved setting sales goals and
targets, that’s when sales take off.

AFTER THE SALE
The final word comes from Shana
Rocheleau, Marketing Director of
Guard-Master, a company that manufactures performance bedding essentials. She advises Furniture World readers to, ”Remember that selling accessories shouldn’t stop in the bedding
department. Regardless of what
approach retailers use with guests in
their stores, they may not close every
bedding essential sale, every time. So,
it is important that every employee has
the opportunity to help the business to
be more successful, and build consumer loyalty. The Service person who
schedules a mattress delivery can
remind customers that this is the perfect time for them to add a mattress
protector to protect their new pur-
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chase. Delivery drivers can have protectors as stock items on their trucks to
make the same suggestion, if they see
a need, when in customers’ homes.”

POWER FOUNDATIONS
The number of manufacturers selling
power foundations has increased dramatically in the past two years. The
category has made the quantum leap
from being marketed to an older,
infirm population to a luxury product
that adds substantially to the comfort
and functionality of the mattress.
Power foundations are big-ticket
items, and like a pillow or mattress
protector, most customers don’t consider purchasing one before they are
introduced to their features and benefits in a store.
Sales associates, can support the
sale of more power foundations by:
• Using appropriate qualifying techniques to collect information from
customers early in the sales
process.
• Knowing what to say to get customers to demo and become excited about the purchase of a power
foundation.
•Learning techniques to make sure
that customers seamlessly choose a
compatible mattress.
• Closing effectively.
• Following up with customers who
have an interest, but aren’t ready to
buy a power foundation for their
new mattress right away.
In the March/April edition of
Furniture World, this series will continue with a look at these and other techniques for presenting power foundations and better stationary bed frames.
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Technology Update

TIME FOR LED’S?
Today we can give a direct answer to the $64
question, “Are solid state lighting systems ready?”
by Monte Lee

ne of my favorite store
designers called seeking
advice on converting to
LED track lighting. She
said she read my article in Furniture
World Magazine titled, “Path To
Sustainable Retail Lighting. LEDS &
More” from the September/October
2009 issue (http://bitly.com/teRcnV),
but she couldn’t tell if I recommended
LEDs.
LEDs have come a long way and my
view today is more positive than when
in 2009 that article noted that, “If
you are using a
50PAR30 on
your sales
floor, you
might be
very satisfied with
the
new
product.” (My
personal view is
a 50PAR30 gen-

O

“The evolution
in the marketplace of solid state
LED replacement
bulbs is following the
price/ performance
curve of LCD and
plasma screen TVs.”
40

erates about 2/3 of the minimum light
required to meet the visual requirement for accent lighting.)
Today the direct answer to the $64
question, “Are solid state lighting systems ready?” is still, “Sometimes.” I
want to give you an idea of where we
are with LED lighting and the three
questions you need to answer before
you move to LED.

LED EVOLUTION
The evolution in the marketplace of
solid state LED replacement bulbs is
following the price/ performance
curve of LCD and plasma screen TVs.
If you were an early adopter of flat
screen technology, you probably paid
$1,800 to $2,400 for a smaller screen
than in the internet capable LCD set I
recently purchased for $500. We have
more light, better light at a lower cost
in today’s LED product then we did just
one year ago.

CONCEPTS
The key concepts to understand
when evaluating lighting of any sort
are power, lumens, CCT, and CRI.
Power is basically “watts in” and
lumens are a basic measure of light
output. Our major lighting efficiency
goal is to get the most light per watt of
electric power. For retail operations
there are other goals as well such as,
minimal heat generation and no ultraviolet light. Ultraviolet light wilts vegetables and fades upholstery. You
probably already know that halogen
display lighting generates 10% light
and 90% heat with each watt of input.
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Other important definitions include:
Correlated Color Temperature: CCT

is measured on the Kelvin scale.
Noonday sun is around 5000 degrees
Kelvin (K) while incandescent light is
typically 2700K. Color temperature is
based on heating iron (or a filament)
so fluorescents, LED and other lighting
technologies without filaments have to
be “correlated” to that standard. LEDs
at 2700K will be similar to incandescent but not identical. Incandescent
bulbs get warmer (lower K, more red)
and produce less light when they are
dimmed. LEDs do not change color
when dimmed. Dimmable LEDs give
less light of the same color when
dimmed. Another LED fact is that higher temperature LEDs (4100K) produce
more light per watt than warmer LEDs.
Color Rendering Index: CRI measured on a scale of 1-100 is also
based on incandescent lighting. It is
important to keep in mind that you can
only compare CRI for lights of the
same color temperature. Colors under
a 2700K source will look different
from colors under a 4100K source. It
is fair to compare the color rendering
of a 2700K LED to a halogen bulb.
We did that comparison at the last
High Point Furniture Market and 100%
of the furniture retailers who participated, preferred the “look” of the LED.

LED GENERATIONS
The first generation LED is similar to
a 45 watt, PAR38 halogen. By 2010
the second generation was roughly
equal to a 60 watt PAR38. That gener-
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First Generation

Comparing Generations of PAR38 LEDs
Generation

Power

Beam

Lumens

CBCP

CRI

First

16

22

600

2800

80

Second

17

22

880

3500

85

Third*

18

25

1050

4100

85

Third
Generation
Second
Generation

* Available in 2700K March 2012

ation is much better, but not on par
with the visual standard for most furniture stores which is the 60 watt PAR38
infrared halogen which, because of a
special coating, generates 1120
lumens and 5100 CBCP. The third
generation is pretty close to meeting
that standard and well worth a look.
The chart above adds a couple of
new terms to our lighting vocabulary.
CBCP stands for “center beam candle
power” which is a more useful measure of light output for display lighting
than lumens. CBCP gives us an idea
of how much light we can put on a
target. If the beam angle is smaller the
CBCP increases. In the third generation both CBCP and beam angle
increases which means a significant
increase in output. These third generation LED’s will add “pop” to displays.
As we move forward with LED we

see increased power but we also see
increased lumens per watt. The 60watt halogen infrared generates about
19 lumens per watt compared to first
generation LEDs that get 37 lumens
per watt. Generation three produces
an estimated 58 lumens per watt. The
output process depends on the performance of the LED, the electronic driver
and the lens. The other major factor is
the ability to dissipate heat generated
by the electronics. Fins on the lamp
body help that.

SHOULD YOU
SWITCH TO LEDS?
When the third generation LED is
available in 2700K we will be able to
light any retail furniture display and
achieve excellent results. That is my
conclusion, but you need to answer
three questions to make any lighting

The Bolger Group
Warehouse-Delivery-Transportation Management Consultants
• Increase Productivity - Plan Warehouse Growth •
• Fix Service Problems - Tighten Controls •

Call 740-503-8875
3146 Maple Ave., Millersport OH 43046-9740
www.bolgergroup.com • email dbolger@bolgergroup.com
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system a good business decision.
1. Does it meet my visual
requirement?
2. Does it fit my financial plan?
3. What do I know about the
manufacturer?
Meeting the visual requirement in
furniture means being able to provide
product accent or highlighting.
Fluorescent lighting can’t do that, but
halogen and LED PAR lamps can. I
always recommend getting 12 bulbs
and setting displays in your store. Let
your eyes make the judgement. In
most cases the answer is, “Yes, LED
meets the visual requirement.”
Occasionally the answer is “Not in my
store.” and I can accept that. The
“No” usually comes from high-end
stores
with
design
services.
Interestingly one customer who said
“No” preferred the look of LED in the
comparison test at High Point.

DOES IT FIT MY
FINANCIAL PLAN?
The second question requires a
thoughtful analysis because buying
LED lighting for a store is like buying
an automobile. It is not unusual for
LED lighting to cost $30,000$40,000 or more depending on the
size of the store. LEDs will last 10
years in the typical furniture store. Ten
years of halogen infrared lamps might
cost $40,500 plus the labor to
change them every year. The big savings come from using 70% less elec-
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TIME FOR LEDS?
tricity with LEDs when compared to the
60-watt halogen.
Saving electricity really appeals to
utility companies. Rebates for switching from halogen to LED are $40 per
bulb in some areas. Generally that
means a 100% return on your investment in less than a year. The store still
needs to cover the up-front cost while
waiting for the utility to issue the
rebate, and that could be a problem.
Like the $40,000 car if you can’t
afford to buy you can lease. You can
also capitalize the lease and take
depreciation over the term rather than
having a $40,000 expense in the current year. There are ways to make the
investment fit your financial plan.

WHAT DO I KNOW ABOUT
THE MANUFACTURER?
LED lighting manufacturers include
the major lighting companies, start-up
operations with little experience in
lighting, and some high tech names
we are familiar with in other solid state
products. Lighting companies are
Philips, SATCO, Sylvania and GE.
FEIT and TCP are minor players at this
point. New companies include
Lighting Science Group and MSi.
Toshiba is a familiar high tech name
but look for others to join in to supply
entire bulbs or component parts.

“The second question
requires a thoughtful
analysis because
buying LED lighting for
a store is like buying
an automobile.”
44

CREE makes LED chips for several
manufacturers and has some products
under the CREE label.
The US Department of Energy
(DOE) is keeping watch over solid
state lighting in an attempt to avoid all
the bad things that happened with
compact fluorescents. They have
established criteria that manufacturers
must meet and have certified by independent labs. One criteria is the
ENERGY STAR rating and another is
Lighting Facts, a label showing for
light output, CCT and CRI.
DOE Caliper reports1 track the
progress being made and problems
encountered. They find for example
that seeing the ENERGY STAR rating
on the box or in marketing material
may not mean the model number is in
the ENERGY STAR listing. The Lighting
Facts label has the same problem.
DOE reports one product “claims a
CRI of 96, but testing reveals a CRI of
82.” LED is clearly a case for buyer
beware when the product is labeled
but DOE also notes in the Round 12
Summary Report2 (June 2011) that,
“For products that do not carry the
Lighting Facts label and/or ENERGY
STAR rating, only one-third meet photometric performance expectations,
and more than one-half fail to meet
manufacturer claims for light output,
efficacy, CCT, and/or CRI.”
A good rule of thumb is to exercise
the same diligence in buying LED
lighting as you would with a $40,000
automobile.

AND THE WINNER IS
Department of Energy challenged
the lighting industry to develop an LED
replacement for the standard 60 watt
incandescent. DOE had strict specifications and performance testing that
is worth a look (http://www.lightingprize.org/). The reward was pretty
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good as well -- $10 million in cash,
government contracts, and the
endorsement of power companies
with rebate potential. Philips Lighting
North America submitted the only
entry in September 2009 and was
awarded the prize for meeting all performance criteria in August of 2011.
The Philips product points out
something interesting about LEDs. It is
hard to make white light from an LED.
It is easier to make blue light. The yellow parts of the bulb are actually
phosphors that convert blue light from
18 LED chips inside to white light.
That proprietary technology is just part
of the $4 billion investment Philips has
made in solid state lighting.

ARE SOLID STATE
LIGHTING SYSTEMS READY?
There are several reasons that
make the answer to that question,
“Sometimes.” The answer basically
depends on whether you like the way
merchandise looks in your store.

Philips Lighting
North America
was awarded a
$10 million
Department of
Energy prize for
meeting all
performance
criteria for an
LED that could
serve as a
replacement for
the 60 Watt
incandescent.
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Personally I would switch from halogen to LED when the third generation,
2700K bulb is available in 2012. I
believe that the lamp will meet the
visual requirement and make great
financial sense. Be careful where you
make your $40,000 investment. Send
me an email for my recommendation.
Monte Lee is a Regional Manager
for Service Lamp Corporation, a distributor of lighting products such as fixtures, bulbs, plus lighting consulting
and design services for retailers.
Inquiries on any aspect of furniture
store lighting can be sent to Monte
care of FURNITURE WORLD at
mlee@furninfo.com. See all of Monte

Lee’s articles on store lighting posted
to the www.furninfo.com website.
References:
1. Caliper reports and Solid State Lighting
are discussed at http://1.usa.gov/vyrCZL.
2. Round 12 Summary Report (June
2011)—recessed downlight luminaires,
track light luminaires, cove lighting luminaires, LED replacements for A-lamps, and
LED replacements for linear fluorescent
lamps” was used as a source for this article.
http://bitly.com/sSSNyQ.
A Solid State Light Bulb illustrated at right is commonly referred
to as an LED, is a complete system. For screw in replacement
LEDs the lamp body acts as a heat sink to dissipate heat generated
by the electronic driver. The driver powers LED chips to generate light,
which is then directed by the optics. Some LEDs focus light from each chip while
others provide one lens to focus light from a number of chips. The single lens
appears to be one giant LED chip.
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New Media Marketing

GOOGLE ADWORDS
Maximize your impact with Google AdWords &
Paid Search, the ultimate new media marketing.
by Mike Root

urniture retailers are familiar
with spending money to advertise in newspapers and the yellow pages. An advertising rep
takes your ad and your money. But
with more and more people getting
their information from online
resources, advertising online has
become critical to retailers’ long term
survival. Anyone can open a Google
AdWords account and start throwing
money at the media through a Pay Per
Click (PPC) campaign. But if you don’t
know what you are doing, you will not
get an adequate return on your investment.
This column on New Media
Marketing contains a special interview
with Tim Seward, an expert on PPC,
Google AdWords, and everything

F

involving Paid Search.
Mr. Seward is one of the top authorities in maximizing paid online advertising accounts. In fact, his company
ROI Revolutions manages millions of
dollars of online advertising spending
for companies in 8 countries. His
company regularly audits the online
advertising accounts of businesses
that spend at least $10,000 a month
and some that spend over $500,000
in online advertising monthly. You may
recognize Timothy if you read publications like Internet Retailer or DM
News. He agreed to share with
Furniture World readers some of the
strategies his company uses to make
ad dollars spent in online advertising
as efficient as possible.
Managing an online advertising
budget has many components, so we
limited this article to the important
topic of how retailers big and small
can see improvement in online advertising ROI by optimizing their e-commerce websites. When a retailer runs
a PPC campaign, the goal is to drive
traffic to an e-commerce “shopping
cart” website. Often though, not a lot
of thought is given to what prospects
see when they get to a retailer’s web-

site page. This column will, therefore,
focus on how furniture retailers can
integrate online advertising campaigns with an e-commerce website
for maximum results.
Mike: “Welcome Timothy, let’s jump

right in. Many furniture retailers know
they should be advertising online, but
may be intimidated by the process
because of the big players who can
spend lots of money. What would you
tell them?”
Timothy: “It is a brutal fact that every
retail industry has three or four top
players that dominate their PPC landscape in AdWords. Their ads are
always seen while dozens of other
businesses are struggling to simply
make the minimum first page bid. I tell
them you may be fighting the wrong
battle. PPC weakness often can’t be
solved by simply finding better keywords and writing better ads. The
biggest battle in PPC – the place you
will gain your biggest competitive
edge – often has nothing to do with
PPC.

“Sure, we’re online advertising
experts at ROI Revolution, but no

Don’t make customers click around.
A Google search for “bedroom furniture” returned a Google AdWords listing for Bassett
Furniture. Clicking linked to a general home page (shown at left) that had minimal
information on bedroom furniture. In some areas of the USA the Bassett listing referenced
the nearest store, but if the purpose of the ad was to drive traffic to the nearest store, it
would be a good idea to create a custom landing page that provides easy to follow directions, as well as information pertinent to the “bedroom furniture” search. Think about it this
way. If you knew in advance that a customer was coming in to your store to buy bedroom
furniture, and you could easily put all your bedroom displays up front so they could see it
right away, why wouldn’t you?
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Another Google search for Bedroom
Furniture brings up a Google AdWords
listing for Pier1 Imports that links to a
Pier1 website landing page specific to
bedroom.
When prospects don’t need to take extra
steps it increases the return on a PPC ad.

“While a one-to-one correlation of ad to landing page
may be overkill, every major PPC campaign and
keyword theme deserves a relevant landing page.”
amount of PPC prowess can overcome the self-sabotage of an underperforming website. In fact, we regularly turn down prospective clients
wanting to sign up for our services
when we determine they aren’t giving
adequate focus to their website strategy. In these cases it is nearly impossi-

ble to grow their AdWords account
profitably. Over the years we’ve come
up with a checklist of sorts to help us
determine if a prospect’s website is
crippling their opportunity for PPC
success.”
Mike: “I would think the first thing

someone should do is measure their
campaign’s effectiveness. How extensive do you think website analytics
needs to go?”
Timothy: “To do it right, a retailer

needs to record their website conversion data with granular segmentation
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HomeFurnitureShowroom.com (left) gets it right… a search
for “end tables” brings up an ad for “end tables” which takes
the visitor to the “end tables” category page of their site.
Overstock.com (below) gets it wrong… a search for “end
tables” brings up an ad for “side tables” which takes the
visitor to a “side tables” search result page on their site.

by source and cost. It is amazing how
many retailers are flying blind with
their marketing. With all the precise
adjustments necessary in a profitable
PPC account, thorough data is imperative. The most successful retailers are
tying the gross profit from each subsequent sale back to the original click.
“In addition to a robust web analytics tool such as Google Analytics, you
also want to record traffic source
information (campaign, keyword, etc.)
for each new customer in your CRM
system in order to calculate lifetime
value by source. You’re paying for
traffic according to the profit it brings
you, so these metrics are crucial,
especially if you close the final order
in-store or over the telephone.”
Mike: “Retailers should be measuring
all their advertising expenditures with
this kind of accuracy, but traditional
media does not allow such tracking.
Accountability is a big benefit of new
media marketing such as PPC advertising. What’s the next question retailers should be asking of their online
advertising campaigns?”
Timothy: “Retailers need to consider
how deeply their e-commerce landing
pages are optimized for PPC traffic.
Even if you don’t do e-commerce, the
pages the traffic lands on, needs to
relate to the content of the PPC ad.
While a one-to-one correlation of ad
48

to landing page may be overkill, every
major PPC campaign and keyword
theme deserves a relevant landing
page. Cold traffic converts better with
tightly integrated sequences of keywords, ads, and landing pages. You’ll
experience greater success when the
messaging of each element matches
visitor intent.
“This is an absolute must for retailers selling a multitude of products.
The good news is that most e-commerce platforms naturally produce
adequate PPC landing pages for
every product and category. You want
to avoid dropping PPC visitors onto a
broad category landing page when
their initial search query clearly indicated interest in a particular product
or brand.”
Mike: “What’s next in website optimization?”
Timothy: “Every website experiences
degrees of success. One strategy that
can overcome nearly every other website deficiency is a top-down focus on
testing and optimization. Even the
lowest performing website can be
turned around by simply listening to
your visitors and existing customers.
There are different ways to approach
this – listening to sales/support calls,
online survey tools, real-time site
feedback widgets, and A/B or multivariate testing of your website. When
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you increase your conversion rate, the
value of every visitor increases. All
things being equal, a higher converting website allows you to pay more for
traffic which increases the flow.
“Landing pages and website order
forms typically represent the highest
leverage points for optimization. Want
to gain or maintain a competitive
advantage? Listening to your visitors is
mandatory. Dramatic gains are common when your PPC campaigns and
your website are being optimized
through testing.”
Mike: “This sounds like a lot of work
for retailers. But I guess it is somewhat
ridiculous to spend thousands of dollars on advertising and not know if
you are doing it right or throwing
money out the window. Should a
retailer step back and look at the big
picture of what they truly want to dominate as far as their PPC advertising is
concerned?”
Timothy: “Absolutely. Compared with

competitors, your current business
model may not support PPC domination. All the landing pages and shopping cart optimizations in the world
won’t produce the gains required if
your customer lifetime value is half
that of your competitors. Sometimes
you need to step back to ensure your
products, offers, and pricing strategies
will support aggressive paid search
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“Even the lowest performing website can be
turned around by simply listening to your
visitors and existing customers. ”
advertising. Don’t be content to optimize copywriting and design details
while leaving the bigger elements
untested such as product positioning,
offer, up sells, and customer follow-up
marketing.”
Mike: “At the end of the day it all
comes down to profitability. I would
think that an e-commerce retailer
needs to determine if running a PPC
or online advertising campaign is a
wise investment in advertising dollars.”
Timothy: “That’s right. Lack of prof-

itability in your current PPC program is
often the most telling indicator of an
underperforming website. When we
take on new online advertising clients,
we’re almost always able to increase
efficiency and profitability while we
grow their account. When you can be
profitable your account is ripe for
marketplace domination with expert
PPC account management. All that’s
required is a mutual focus on optimization. Incidentally, our clients often
see this as one of the key benefits to
outsourcing their PPC – they’re able
to redouble their efforts to optimize
everything that occurs after the click.”
Mike: “If any Furniture World readers
are interested in learning more, what
resources can you offer them?”
Timothy: “I can suggest two ways that

furniture retailers may be able to learn
more about this topic. If they go to:
www.roirevolution.com/FurnitureWorld ,
there is a free report there entitled: “5
Questions to Maximize Profitability in
High Spending AdWords Accounts”.
We’ll share with you common mistakes companies make in their
AdWords campaigns. While you are
on the site if your company spends
$10,000 monthly or more for online

advertising, you can also sign up for a
free 30 PPC Strategy Session. Just let
us know that you read about it in
Furniture World Magazine.”
Mike: “You also have a very informative blog on your site so the readers
should check that out as well. Thank
you so much for your time and insight
on some of the strategies furniture
retailers should consider to run more
profitable online advertising campaigns.”
Timothy: Thanks Mike. “We like providing information to help people get
the most out of their online advertising
budgets.”

Mike Root is President of Furniture
Sales of Mid-America (www.furnituresales.biz), a furniture wholesale and
rep company in the Midwest and
Rocky Mountain states. His perspective is one of a third generation furni-

ture guy who has been involved in
many aspects of the furniture business
including furniture retail, wholesale
and rental. Mike has his finger on the
pulse of the industry by serving on the
Executive
Committee
of
the
International Home Furnishings
Representative’s Association (IHFRA)
as well as the CQRID Advisory Board
of the Interior Design Society.
Mike has been recognized by the
Small Business Administration, the
Omaha Chamber of Commerce, and
numerous national furniture factories
for sales and marketing excellence.
Mike helps furniture retailers and factories through his company, Get
Customers Right Now build their sales
through the use of low cost and no
cost direct response marketing strategies including online marketing and
social media. If you have questions
about this article or other marketing
topics, email mroot@furninfo.com or
visit www.MikeRoot.com.
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Advertising Advisor

MEDIA MIX MAGIC

Part 4: The media game-changer for independent furniture stores: Leverage.
by Larry Mullins

Mullins,” a large
independent furniture store CEO
said to me (on the
phone after reading the last article in
this Furniture World Series), “I am facing 10% advertising budgets from Big
Box stores. Every week they jam the
newspaper with full color flyers. They
run lots of TV and direct mail. They
have fancy websites. Yet you tell me I
can ‘Leverage’ my own advertising
and level the playing field. Is that
word ‘Leverage’ just fancy marketing
jargon, or does it really mean something? And if it does, how can I make
it work for me in the real world?”
“Leverage” is not a flavor of the
week marketing term. In ancient

“

OK

times, Archimedes said: “Give me a
long enough lever and a solid enough
place to stand, and I could move the
world.” I can’t give you an action plan
to move the world, but I will describe
a few of the rich marketing opportunities for independents that are now
lying out there in plain sight. By
putting the proven principles of evidence-based advertising to work, you
will be able to leverage media in a
way that will revitalize your market
share like nothing else can.
However, as this CEO began to
unfold the market challenges he
faced, they indeed seemed formidable. The November/December article
he referred to, noted that, “people lost
in the wilderness die of shame. They

blame themselves for their predicament, and lament “If only I had done
this –or that.” Yet, they fail to do the
one thing that could save them, they
fail to think. I wrote that many furniture independents feel as though they
are lost in the wilderness, and they fail
to think. But this CEO brushed aside
my allegory. He insisted that he had
been thinking. “I lie in bed at night
thinking about the situation,” he said.
And the more he thought, the more
perplexing and challenging the situation seemed. He enumerated for me
some of the daunting challenges he
faced:

THE BIG BOX CHALLENGE
• Every week two or three Big Boxes

Who Are You?
What Are You Selling?
When Are You Selling?
Where Are You?
How Can I Buy If I Want It?
Why Should I Care?

This fine store barely mentions its name in 800 square inches of expensive advertising space, the store only shows four living rooms, one
bedroom, one bunk bed, one dining set, four case pieces and four mattress sets. Q: If none of these offers appeal to me, is anything else
on sale? • The ad tells me that stores will close at six on New Year’s Eve and New Year’s Day. Q: When do you open? Then it tells me in
very small type that the sale ends on January 2. Q:Why didn’t you tell me up front that this is only a two day sale? • No store locations are
mentioned. Q: Are you even in my city? Q: Is there a telephone number I can call? Q: Your website is barely visible. Can I find a telephone
number and location information there? • 36 Months special financing sounds interesting. Q: Do you take credit cards? • Q: What’s in it
for me? OK, you claim I will save money, but everybody is saying that. Q: Why should I buy from you and not a competitor?
Only current customers who already know the store will likely respond. Ads like this lose market share to more informative, unique, and
engaging ads run by smart independents.
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Styles Evolve...

So Should Your Showroom Lighting!
Customers are influenced by light, which is why your showroom needs to have the best lighting
available. Service Lamp has been helping retailers light up sales since 1975 and can help you decide
what is best for your showroom, because we know how to light up your business.
Philips EnduraLED lamps:

• Provide quality showroom light
• Save electricity, which saves you money
• Easy design—simply twist into existing fixtures

We offer FREE lighting
consultation and design.
Rebates may be available
in your area. Funds are limited.

LEDs in stock for your lighting needs! Call us today at 800-222-LAMP!
See us at Las Vegas Market
Building B-201-35
www.servicelamp.com

Service
the accent is on service
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Who’s Afraid of the Manassas Mauler?
During the Roaring Twenties, Jack Dempsey was the heavyweight boxing
champion of the world. He, too, was considered virtually invincible.
Called the Manassas Mauler after his hometown in Colorado, he fought
with ferocious energy, intimidating and defeating all opposition. Along
came a challenger named Gene Tunney. How did Tunney conquer his
fear and spot a fatal flaw that helped him defeat the Manassas Mauler?
Jack Dempsey crushes Jess
Willard to win the title
Gene Tunney

run a full color, multi-page flyer
claiming huge price reductions.
• They back this up with a massive
TV presence.
• They often run flashy mailers.
• They have big selections, special
credit offers, and well-trained,
aggressive sales people.
• They are open more hours than
he can duplicate.
I must admit that the situation
looked pretty hopeless, at least the
way he had framed the problem. But,
perhaps the circumstances could be
reframed in a less menacing way.
Were there any advantages he had
that the Big Boxes could not duplicate? Were there any vulnerabilities in
their mass-produced marketing?
[Radio, for example, is hopelessly
fragmented in large markets, but is
often reasonably effective in more
rural areas]. Were there any media he
could use that they were ignoring?
Was he possibly losing market share
because he was being intimidated
and was frozen in the headlights? Was
he training his customers to ignore
him and make the drive to the big city
to shop?
When you reframe a problem,
sometimes miracles can happen.

WHO’S AFRAID OF THE
MANASSAS MAULER?
During the Roaring Twenties, Jack
Dempsey was the heavyweight boxing
champion of the world. He, too, was
considered virtually invincible. Called
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the Manassas Mauler after his hometown in Colorado, he fought with
ferocious energy, intimidating and
defeating all opposition. Along came
a challenger named Gene Tunney.
Tunney was a scientific boxer who had
studied films of Dempsey’s fights for
years. Tunney determined that
Dempsey had a weakness that he
believed he could exploit and use to
defeat the champion. Dempsey had a
devastating left hook. However,
Tunney noted that just before
Dempsey threw the left hook he lowered his left hand slightly, exposing his
own jaw. Tunney became convinced
that in that split second of exposure he
could throw his own right and beat the
champion to the punch. Repeatedly,
Tunney visualized the right hand counterpunch in his mind. Finally, Tunney
got his opportunity to fight Dempsey
and he was positive he could win.
But a month before the fight, he
made a serious mistake. He began
reading the sports pages of six major
newspapers. Almost no one believed
Tunney had a chance. All the leading
sportswriters picked Dempsey by a
knockout.
Pictures began to form in Tunney’s
imagination—new pictures of defeat.
He began to have nightmares. He
dreamed he was lying beaten on the
canvas with Dempsey poised nearby
ready to finish him off if he got up.
One night, he awoke and felt his bed
shaking. He could not imagine what
was happening. Then he realized he
himself was shaking in fear. Terror
overwhelmed him. Later he told the
story of how he dealt with this difficult
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situation:
“I couldn’t stop trembling. Right
there, I had already lost the ring
match, which meant everything to
me—the championship. I had lost it—
unless I could regain it. I got up and
took stock of myself. What could I do
about the terror? I could guess the
cause. I had been thinking about the
fight in the wrong way. I had been
reading the newspapers, and all they
had said was how Tunney would lose.
Through the newspapers I was losing
the battle in my own mind … When
the nightmares persisted, despite my
inner conviction that I knew how to
beat Dempsey, and indeed would, I
decided to stop reading the sports
pages, and did, until after the fight. I
simply had to close the doors of my
mind to the destructive thoughts and
divert my attention to other things.”
Tunney’s favorite pastime was reading. After training, instead of reading
the sports pages, he began to read
Shakespeare and his favorite classic
literature. Even on the day of the big
contest, he read and relaxed. On
September 23, 1926, more than
145,000 fans jammed Sesqui centennial Stadium in Philadelphia for the
historic event. A calm Gene Tunney
awaited the mighty Manassas Mauler.
When Dempsey stepped into the ring,
Tunney got up from his stool and
walked over to greet him. “Hello,
champion,” he said. Somewhat surprised, Dempsey replied, “Hello,
Gene.” When the bell rang, however,
Dempsey was all business and began
stalking the challenger. Shortly into
the first round, Dempsey lowered his
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MEDIA MIX MAGIC
left hand in preparation for throwing
his deadly hook. Instantly, just as he
had mentally rehearsed it, Tunney
unleashed a powerful right. The
punch landed flush on Dempsey’s
cheek and jarred him down to his
toes. He was stopped in his tracks.
Tunney said later that he believed the
fight was practically over the second
he landed that powerful right hand:
“That blow won the fight. Dempsey
was dazed for the rest of the battle,
and I was a certainty to outpoint him
for the championship. Jack was battered and worn out at the end, and I
may have knocked him out if the bout
went a few rounds more.”

WHO’S AFRAID
OF THE BIG BOXES?
The point of this allegory is that,
likewise, the independent furniture
retailer should reframe the situation in
the light of Big Box vulnerabilities and
his or her own advantages– not the

conventional assumptions of Big Box
invincibility. Then, independents
should develop an action plan to resolutely exploit those advantages.
Obviously, there is no hope of wiping
out Big Box competition. However,
there is no excuse for progressively
losing market share without taking
several action steps that could turn the
tide. Consider the hard realities:

fo.com at http://bitly.com/tkHF8V.
The TV commercials and websites used by Big Boxes lack local
color and personality. This is especially true of their websites. Like their print
media, they are sterile corporate
products and have very little relation
to the managers and owners of their
local stores. Nearly all Big Box corporate websites have the same look for
their landing page. There is usually a
tab that says “About Us,” with a long
and tedious written document that no
one reads. There should be a greeting
video with the owner speaking directly to the individual prospect. Google
loves content and video. Most independents have developed websites by
now. But the tragedy is they rarely
even look at them, let alone keep
them updated and fresh. Make sure
you create a personal greeting video
and continuously update your content
with your latest ads. This service
should not be very expensive. One

2.

The full color flyers produced by
Big Boxes are look-alike, priceitem productions that are produced in
haste and virtually devoid of a persuasive story and consumer benefits.
A well-designed and crafted flyer or
even an ROP ad produced locally can
produce much better results. (More
and more newspapers are making this
flyer service available). See the exhibit for more information about features
you can show in your ads that Big
Boxes can’t, or won’t. Also see the
Furniture World article “EvidenceBased Advertising” posted to furnin-

1.

Increase your
display space
and boost
sales with an
Arc-Way
sofa display!

Call Today
For Complete Catalog

1-800-263-1338

arcway-sales@bordertownwire.com
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Leverage Exponentially Multiplies Advertising Effectiveness

The owner of a small store in Eagle Grove, Iowa, reported that this remarkably successful
flyer attracted new customers and market share with effective use of the principles of
Evidence-Based Advertising and Leverage: WHO: This is much more than simply putting a
logo on an advertisement. New prospects actually see photos of the folks doing the sale,
plus they learn about their years in business, their special qualifications, etc. The website of
the store is clearly featured. WHAT: Instead of old fashioned item-price presentations, the
prospect sees plenty of photos of a remarkable selection and some dramatic graphics of
merchandise. Unique “grab bag” offers hit key price points. Free local delivery and set-up
are featured. WHEN: Hours and dates are clearly established. WHERE: The address is
embellished by a locator phrase, and a photo of the store is shown. HOW: Credit options
are shown, “Layaways” are suggested. WHY? “What’s in it for me?” The flyer is loaded
with benefits. Women do not want a sofa or chair. They want more comfort and beauty for
their home. People don’t want a new mattress set. They want better, more refreshing sleep,
freedom from the pain of morning backache, and health benefits.

independent I know in Minnesota had
a well-scripted video done for his
website by the local TV station. It was
then professionally edited with additional graphics for a total cost of
about $300. (www.furnitureandmattresses4less.com). Hosting, and posting your ads on your website on a
regular basis should be very reasonable in cost. Above all, monitor your
website every week, minimum. A powerful website is a selling tool with
immense ROI. The website potential is
too often misused, underused, and
poorly used by independents (and Big
Boxes).
Mailings need not be fancy and
expensive. Kingsley Furniture of
Kingsley, Iowa made an appeal to a
small rural market that was contained
in a simple letter, black with one color.
It stood out from the crowd because
of its unique simplicity, persuasive
copy, and interesting story. The mailing broke sales records. Sheri Smith of
Ocala, Florida used a basic postcard
to launch a successful G.O.B. event.
In both cases the products were custom-designed to their needs by a

3.
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mailing service.
You won’t be able to match the
Big Box selection, of course.
And, a prospect wants selection when
she shops for furniture. Nevertheless,
there are three things you can do to
offset their advantage. First, show
your selection. They won’t. Their flyers
show individual item-price offers,
there is no conceptual presentation of
selection. Second, weave benefits into
your copy. The Big Boxes use label
headlines and provide sterile nuts and
bolt descriptions. They generally omit
the consumer benefits associated with
these product features. Third, remind
folks that you are the hometown boy
or girl. “We offer hometown service
and big city selection.”

4.

Don’t train your customers to
shop the big city. People generally buy furniture as couples. They
shop together. Many small independents close every weekday night at
five or six. Then they are open a limited time on Saturday, and often close
on Sunday. (Sometimes a Sunday
closing is due to a sincere religious

5.
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belief, which is certainly understandable. Too often, however, Sunday
closings are simply a convention or a
convenience.) Everyone needs a day
off, of course. But, if there is no religious issue about Sunday, why not
take off Monday? Why train shoppers
to drive to the Big Boxes every Sunday
when, for some people, it is the only
day the family can shop together?
Sunday will usually produce more
business per hour than any other day
of the week. At the very least, be open
at least two evenings a week.

A CHALLENGING AND
EVOLVING INDUSTRY
The retailing of home furnishings
has never been easy. Moreover, like
every other industry these days, the
rate of change is ferocious. And,
regardless of our roles, those of us
who count our time in the industry in
decades rather than in years have
never seen more difficult times. First
big screen TVs took precedence over
furniture, mattresses and new carpet.
Then the housing market collapsed
and a brutal general recession
ensued. Those furniture chains and
independents that are still standing
can be proud.
Even as things begin to recover, survivors know that they must keep learning and improving to continue to survive. No one has all the answers.
Thomas Edison once said: “We don’t
know one-millionth of one percent
about anything.” However, the take
home message here is that–even in
the face of furious change–the principles of selling at retail remain the
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same. My first mentor, Clyde Bedell
tirelessly insisted on principles that
remain forever true: “All good selling
is serving. People buy only to get benefits. The prevailing motivation of the
prospective
customer
remains:
‘What’s in it for me? Why should I buy
from you and not your competitor?’”
The great home furnishings retailers of
the future, large and small, will succeed for the same reasons as those of
the past survived and flourished. They
will be those who can tirelessly define
their answers to these questions and
tell about their USP with unique and
compelling stories. Having a bedrock
of wanted products and impressive
core skills are necessary, but not fully
adequate elements of success. What

is also needed is the ability to express
through media and through your
associates how these products and
skills can improve and enrich the lives
of your customers and their families.
Note: Passages about Gene Tunney
and his defeat of Jack Dempsey were
taken
from
The
MetaValues
Breakthrough, by Larry Mullins.
Larry Mullins is a contributing editor
for Furniture World and has 30+
years of experience on the front lines
of furniture marketing. Larry’s mainstream executive experience, his creative work with promotion specialists,
and mastery of advertising principles
have established him as one of the
foremost experts in furniture market-

ing. His affordable High-Impact programs produce legendary results for
everything from cash raising events to
profitable exit strategies. His newest
books, THE METAVALUES BREAKTHROUGH and IMMATURE PEOPLE
WITH POWER… How to Handle
Them have recently been released by
Morgan James Publishing. Joe Girard,
“The World’s Greatest Salesman” said
of this book: “If I had read Larry
Mullins’ book when I started out, I
would have reached the top much
sooner than I did.” Larry is founder
and CEO of UltraSales, Inc. and can
be reached directly at 904.794.9212
or at Larry@LarryMullins.com. See
more articles by Larry at www.furninfo.com or www.ultrasales.com.
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Our Retail Furniture Heritage 1800-2012

RETAIL STORIES
Part 11: Retailers share interesting stories of
growth, hardship and their strategies for success.
by Janet Holt-Johnstone

“

T

here’s always something new at
the oldest furniture store in Texas!”
After 135 years of business,
Hermann Furniture has every right to
its many claims to fame. From the day
in 1876 when Gottlieb Hermann set
foot at storied Galveston Island, once
the headquarters of pirate Jean Lafitte,
he and his descendants have consistently found ways to surprise, delight
and reach out helping hands to their
fellow Texans.
Perceptive Gottlieb took time to look
around and assess potential areas of
frontier growth, and he made the
excellent
decision
to
target
Washington County, the “Birthplace of
Texas”, where the State’s Declaration

of Independence had been signed in
1836. A German immigrant, he carried with him skills learned in the old
country, earned his citizenship and
began to build his own American
dream.
It was an extraordinary period in history, the centennial year of the United
States, Thomas Edison’s invention of
the mimeograph and Alexander
Graham Bell’s telephone and,
famously, one of the nation’s most
contentious presidential elections to
this date. Mark Twain published the
classic “Adventures of Tom Sawyer”
and, in Montana, Custer fought the
Battle of Little Bighorn. What a year!
Washington County’s town of

Brenham is the county seat, a halfway
point between Houston and Austin,
renowned as the heart of the
Bluebonnet Region in Central Texas.
The Bluebonnet Trails are a reminder
of former First Lady Barbara Bush’s initiative to “take advantage of and
enhance the State’s natural beauty”.
(And Barbara Bush, by the way, was
one of Hermann’s illustrious customers
in her time.)
Back in the good old days, “If the
customers didn’t come to the store, the
store went to them!” Gottlieb or one of
his employees would load a wagon,
tour the countryside and not return to
Brenham until all the items were sold.
Within a few years, the first washing

HERMANN FURNITURE
“Gottlieb or one of his
employees would load a
wagon, tour the countryside
and not return to Brenham
until all the items were sold.”
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In 1910 customers and people
of the town gathered outside
the store watching a speaker.
Delivery wagon complete with
mule power from the early
days.
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“Old fashioned home town hospitality
is offered the moment one walks through
any of Hermann’s doors. All visitors are
offered complimentary refreshments
while they browse and shop.”

The inside of
Hermann Furniture in
1918 and today.

machines were invented. They, too,
were loaded on the wagon, and were
demonstrated by the travelling salesmen in the prospective customers’
homes. “People from miles around
would bring their laundry to the
demonstration!”
Fourth generation John Hermann
and his daughter, fifth generation
Jennifer, are steeped in the history and
traditions of the Hermann dynasty.
“They came to America to find peace
and quiet, no national conscription
and the opportunity to create a business.”
The original enterprise, G. Hermann
Furniture, was located on Brenham’s
Main Street, a dirt road then, and right

ARE YOU A RETAILER
WITH A GREAT HISTORY?

WANTS TO TELL
YOUR STORY
Our editors are looking for more
furniture retail histories to feature
in future issues. Call 914-235-3095
or email russ@furninfo.com.
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downtown. An asset, the railroad ran
through the town. Amongst other services, as cabinetmakers the Hermanns
built caskets. “People were dying to do
business with us!” quipped John. The
first store “is housed in a structure of
fine German architecture and craftsmanship, a treasure of our heritage”.
As prosperity grew, Gottlieb offered
“modern and fine brands of furniture”,
helping to define his rapidly changing
frontier community. And the reputation
of Hermann’s quality grew.
“Visitors can still see traces of the
businesses that occupied the building,
the butcher shop, the funeral parlor
and even an early Ford Auto
Dealership once housed in a portion
of the historic building. There are now
three connected buildings and one
additional structure where the General
Store and Crafts Mall are located. The
addition also houses the warehouse
on the third floor and, at the back,
delivery and staging trucks.”
By the late 1800s, times were prosperous in Washington County and, as
the area developed, so did
Hermann’s. Their reach expanded to
seven locations throughout Texas.
Gottlieb “remained a fixture in the
original store, constantly expanding
and improving the quality of the merchandise. He passed the store to his
sons, Ernest and Will. A third son,
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Arthur George (aka A.G.) opened a
store in Yoakum, Texas. And his two
sons, Arthur and Alfred, followed family tradition and chose careers in the
furniture trade. Arthur joined his father
in Yoakum, and Alfred established a
store in Gonzales, Texas.”
It was Ernest and Will who steered
the Brenham store through the difficult
days of the Depression and then World
War II. “People had nothing,” John
said. “When people needed furniture,
you traded it out, they paid what they
could. Or we bartered. Customers
would offer to work for their purchases, make deliveries for us. At that time
we carried carpets and flooring, and
they would help us with this area of the
business. People just depended upon
and looked out for each other. Yes, it
was bad, but it was a family time, the
warmth of a family working together.”
Ernest had no children and turned
to his nephew, Alfred, as his successor.
So Alfred became the third generation
of Hermanns to head the store’s operation.
In 1974, Alfred died suddenly. His
son, John, became the leader of the
fourth generation. John acquired the
store adjacent to the original building
and expanded the business to its present size.
But, says John, it was the addition of
his daughter, Jennifer, 15 years ago,
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A photo taken in the 1920s outside Hermann Furniture.

the fifth generation, “whose creative talents
have made Hermanns the unique and wellshopped Hermann Furniture that we see
today”.
Jennifer added, “I began in the store when I
was real little, dusting up as high as I could
reach, and helping to assemble items in the
back. And doing repairs, too. I loved riding on
the cargo elevator, and being pushed on the
furniture dolly through the store! In school, I
was an Arts Major, creative, very interested in
design. I’ve helped Dad to build on our rich
history and transform Hermanns into its present
conformation”.
With Jennifer’s influence, the Hermann
Furniture Company now consists of five shops
“providing a variety of unique items in the
home furnishings industry space. As you enter
the main building, you’ll find a beautiful, twostorey 30,000 square foot showroom, highlighting new, high quality, traditional home furnishings, accessories and gifts. We have been
honored to become a Flexsteel Gallery and
also a Kincaid Gallery.

“I observed that customers
would come out, walk
through the Mall and then
leave. It occurred to me that
what we needed was more
small stuff.” -John Hermann
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“Thousands of fabric
selections are on display
here to customize
shoppers’ upholstery
selections, and a designer
is on staff to assist
them.”

Interior photos of Hermann
Furniture.

“Then there’s the Floral and Design
Center, custom silk floral arrangements and our home decorating services.“ Thousands of fabric selections
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are on display here to customize
shoppers’ upholstery selections, and a
designer is on staff to assist them.
“Customers are encouraged to take
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home samples to view the spaces
where the new pieces will be used to
ensure fabrics will coordinate and
enhance existing colours and lighting.
As well, resource catalogues are
offered to broaden searches for the
perfect piece.” Custom drapery and
bedding are a necessary and useful
adjunct. Personal in-home consultations are also offered. Jennifer tells us
she prefers to “hand-sketch design
opportunities, more personal than
computer technology”.
Jennifer’s artistic touch has created
great interest in the use of floral displays. Hermann’s continues to expand
on this new initiative with the addition
of Hermann’s Backdoor, added to
offer a greater selection of garden
and floral design. A compliment to the
spirit of the past!
At the Hermann Antique Mall, customers are offered both antique furniture and vintage accessories. Jennifer
explained that 40 “different dealers
have space in the building, so their
offerings are a little bit of everything,
very eclectic!” Added John, “In the
late ‘80s, early ‘90s, I had extra space
and didn’t know what to do with it, so
the Antique Mall came into existence.
I observed that customers would come
out, walk through the Mall and then
leave. It occurred to me that what we
needed was more small stuff.
Customers would have to walk past
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“Best Profit
Per Square Foot In
My Entire Lineup!”
Don Olson, Owner

Check these results!
• Don’s store has averaged 15 sales per year
for SEVENTEEN years now!
• That’s an inventory turn of 7.5 per year, and
those sales are achieved with normal margins.

DeCamp and Stradford Furniture Headquarters

• The ROI is dramatic!
That’s pretty remarkable! Particularly when you
consider that his store is in a town of 7,500, 100
miles north of Seattle.
You don’t have to be a big guy in a big town to win
with Wallbeds, as Don can tell you.
Wallbeds has slowly and carefully developed a
network of retail partners. There are still markets
open, so, if you are interested in looking at this high
performing category, please give us a call. We would
like to share a few more success stories with you, and
explore the possibility of your company
becoming another one!

Las Vegas...Bldg. A 540
Phone 800-934-6711

Fax 888-477-6796

Email Wallbeds@surewest.net
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RETAIL STORIES
the enticing displays as they entered,
and also as they left, an incentive to
purchase. It works!”
There is a big, annual Antique Show
at Round Top and Warrenton, two
nearby towns. The week-long event is
“very popular, well-attended. People
come from all over the country. And
the thousands who visit the Show just
naturally spill over to Hermann’s!”
The Hermann Craft Mall is a story
all by itself. It features a huge variety
of handcrafted gifts and artwork,
soaps, jewellery and items for children. It’s a great attraction for both
the local community and the many
tourists who come from Houston,
Bryan, Austin and out of State to visit
this historic enclave and Hermann’s in
particular. The Mall still boasts the
original tin ceiling and wood floors of
the old Ford automobile dealership,
and the quaint ambience is maintained throughout the Mall. (Jennifer
is an enthusiastic craftsperson herself,
“I’m really into it!”)
A favourite booth within the Craft
Mall is a reflection of the far reaching
insight of The Art Center, an Active
Treatment Workshop and a satellite of
Brenham Production Services. The Art
Center itself is located on the campus
of Brenham State School, a residential
facility for people with developmental
disabilities. The program features the
talent and creativity of the artists who
reside at the School, and the arts and
crafts they produce working mostly
with donated items. The Art Center
was originally designed to be a therapeutic part of individual treatment
plans, and has morphed into a viable
business outlet for those talented
artists, endowed with a strong desire
to be creative, who are unable to
work in mainstream selling because of
their physical limitations. The Art
Centre is one of the Hermanns many
66

outreach involvements in the community. (If you are interested in this program, the Hermanns suggest you contact Pam Rhoades, Art Center instructor, 979-836-4511,extension 1570,
for more information.)
Since 1996, the fifth outlet, the
Hermann General Store offers an
inventory typical of the original concept of the village emporium.
Gourmet Texan foodstuffs bearing the
Hermann label are plentiful and in
demand, “salsas, marinades, candies,
pickles, jams, jellies, relishes, sauces,
asparagus, several dips – pineapple,
pecan, cream cheese”. Explore the
shelves and displays and you’ll find
specialty children’s clothing, local
souvenirs, soaps and lotions, books
and custom gifts.
Old fashioned home town hospitality is offered the moment one walks
through any of Hermann’s doors. All
visitors are offered complimentary
refreshments while they browse and
shop. “It’s a warm and welcoming
place to spend an afternoon collecting ideas and discovering your design
style.”
Since Jennifer joined her father full
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Pictured is Hermann Furniture’s
floral and Design Center featuring
custom silk floral arrangements,
carpet samples and a huge
selection of fabrics.

time, they have introduced a multitude
of innovations, including the many
workshops staged throughout the
year, great “brand” reinforcement and
incentive for traffic growth. Topics
range from the hanging of art in the
home, to floral design, to
tablescapes, design presentations for
special dinners and many other
themes. “Six or seven years ago, when
the workshops began, our presenter
was a former design teacher from a
college in Houston; now I do it,” said
Jennifer, “and I find it gratifying and
enjoyable. People are so responsive. I
also go out to home and garden clubs
to address the members. And we do
house tours. And I’ve opened my own

“Since Jennifer joined
her father full time,
they have introduced a
multitude of innovations,
including the many
workshops staged
throughout the
year, great ‘brand’
reinforcement and
incentive for traffic
growth.”
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“A good product at a fair price.
We believe in dealing with our
customers as if they were part of our
own family, a deep-rooted
tradition.” -Jennifer Hermann
home at Halloween and on other
occasions; it’s a multi-level old
English style house. Had lots of traffic!
“In my spare time,” Jennifer laughs,
“I also design the stores’ interiors. And
I have a designer with a great background on my team.
“We’re delighted that the local
school sends their Home Economics
students to us for both tours and workshops. They are also very interested in
the Crafts Mall.”
John and Jennifer’s inspiration and
ingenuity create special events, some
seasonal. Christmas in July involves
taking a section of the store, setting
up trees, persuading Santa to brave
the Texas summer heat and temporarily leave the North Pole to entertain
the children, and decorating the area
skillfully to “get people in the mood. If
they want to change a room around
at home before the holiday season in

Pictured above is John
Hermann with State
School in their booth at the
Crafts Mall. Also, a recent
photo of John and Jennifer Herman.

time to welcome guests, they are able
to order early and be sure their new
space will be complete. Of course, we
mount a simultaneous sale.”
At the appropriate time, the Easter
Bunny Sale makes its appearance.
In store, events are created around
styling themes. “We’ve transported
customers to the living room of a
French Country Cottage. On other
occasions, we’ve featured English
Country and, very popular, a Tuscan
Ranch look. And quality furniture and
accessories are on display to assist
shoppers in creating their own style
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approaches.”
The father/daughter team has
developed some unique marketing
directions between them. Jennifer’s
sense of humor provoked her to tell
the story of an off-the-wall family marketing approach several decades old.
“At my father’s house when he was little, they had one of the first televisions
in the neighborhood and, of course,
you could get one at the store. His
Dad would turn the television to the
window and people would bring their
lawn chairs over and watch television
in the yard. This would lead them to
come in to the store the next day and
purchase their own television!”
John insists that “The turning point
in the business’s growth was when
Jennifer came back in the store. She is
Hermann’s future. I am guiding and
helping her. And she is doing a great
job.” John leads the business operations and Jennifer’s fingers are on the
pulse of anything and everything creative.
“We had hard times here locally
when the oil industry died; there just
was no business. People just didn’t
buy very much. We now carry such a
diversity (of product lines) that if people can’t afford a $2,000 sofa, they
can still buy a lamp or other accessories. And we are so well stocked
with accessories!”
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“And,” said Jennifer, “in keeping
with twenty-first century marketing
methodology, we’re now selling on
the Internet. We’re doing very well,
starting off with the General Store,
promoting food products and accessories.” (View the merchandise at
www.hermannfurniture.com under the
General Store button.) “We hope to
add furniture and more accessories
online in the latter part of 2012.”
Last November, the celebrations
attendant upon the 135th anniversary
were a week long event. “State
Representative Lois W. Kolkhorst,
Brenham city officials and representatives from the Hermann Furniture
Company, gathered for the ribboncutting outside the Hermann Furniture
building in historic downtown
Brenham, Texas.” Appetizers and live
music were on hand, and there was
an open invitation for customers to
“stop by, enjoy some wine and
cheese, and take advantage of special promotions and daily give-

aways”.
Jennifer said, “It is great that
Hermanns is recognized as the oldest
family owned and operated furniture
store in Texas. A lot has changed over
the years, but the extraordinary shopping experience we provide for our
customers hasn’t. ‘A good product at
a fair price’ is our motto. We stand
behind our product. We believe in
dealing with our customers as if they
were part of our own family, a deeprooted tradition.”
Inevitably, with any thriving old
family business, there are tales to be
told by the fireplace at midnight! One
of John’s and Jennifer’s favorites,
concerns spectral Uncle Ernest.
“When things go bump in the night,
or maybe pieces of furniture move
about seemingly by themselves, people have seen an elderly gentleman
wearing a hat coming down one of
the several staircases in the building.
And they always smell cigar smoke!
And that’s very strange, because we
don’t permit smoking anywhere in the
building.” Jennifer laughed, “I can
attest that there have been a couple
of sightings!”

The most recent story doesn’t seem
to have a ghost involved, but it is a
tad strange. Now remember this is a
really old building. “Towards the back
of the store one day, the floor upstairs
dropped about two feet in one area.
No one was under it or walking on it
above, but it made a really loud
noise. And it was pretty weird looking!” Was Uncle Ernest looking for
another way down?
Barbara Bush was not the only
famous customer. Renowned country
music stars Pam Tillis and Doug
Supernaw are also Hermann fans.
The future? Said Jennifer, “The
Hermanns have been willing over the
many decades to change with the
times, try new things, adapt to the
economy and support from our loyal
customers. We’ll continue our present
path, evolving with whatever is in style
in our old-fashioned way.”
Hermann’s website carries the message to customers that “Your home is
your story and it should be the best
story you’ve ever told”. Sound advice
for consumers everywhere.
And, says Jennifer, “We just can’t
wait to get to work every day!”

The Hermann Craft Mall features a huge
variety of handcrafted gifts and artwork,
soaps, jewellery and items for children, a
great attraction for both the local community
and the many tourists who come from
Huston, Bryan, Austin and out of State.
Featured in the Craft Mall is the Art Center
that sells crafts items by residents of Brenham
State School.

Pictured above is the home page of
the Hermann Furniture website at
www.hermannfurniture.com.
The Company has ventured into
e-commerce starting with their
General Store merchandise.
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